• effective separation, d: • Song and Yovanovich (1988) • assuming s = 1
• a correlation for erfc -1 (x) is proposed, for 10 -9 < x < 1.9
• gap thermal resistance • model covers four regimes of gas heat conduction, continuum, temperature-jump or slip, transition, and free molecular
• model accounts for gas and solid mechanical and thermal properties, gas pressure and temperature, surface roughness, and applied load
• for engineering applications, d = Y • a correlation for inverse complementary error function was developed, with 2.8 percent max error over 10 -9 < x < 1.9.
• parametric studies showed • with constant gas pressure, at light loads , thus most of the heat transfer occurs through gas. As load increases R j decreases and
• with constant load, at very low gas pressures . As gas pressure increases R g decreases and (at light loads) becomes controlling component of R j . 
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